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every year opel gmbh invests a lot of money into the development of new opelvehicles and products, which is why it is important to support the existing fleet of opelvehicles. for this purpose, opel
gmbh has created an innovative software solution whichallows you to automatically diagnose and repair any vehicle defects. this solution iscalled opelscanner can and is the product of joint

development between the opelscanner team and the opel dealer network. through the opelscannercan software, you can easily read and write messages to the opelvehicle's can bus, as well as
control the diagnostic functions of opelvehicles. opelscannercan is a free tool which is provided with opelscannercan software. opelscannercan allows you to simultaneously diagnose and repair a large
number of faults in your opelvehicle in a single operation.this allows you to repair any faults with a simple click of a mouse and then you can returnto your daily commute with your vehicle in perfect

working order. opelscanner can software can beinstalled directly on the computer, or is available as a stand-alone software package.opelscanner can software has a simple and intuitive user interface
which allows you toread and write can messages to the vehicle's can bus and also works as a diagnosticsoftware. in order to keep our customers happy, it is essential to identify any issues that arise
andcorrect them. for this purpose, we developed opelscanner can software, which allows you todiagnose and repair any vehicle faults with a simple click of a mouse. this also allowsyou to control the

diagnostic functions of your opel vehicle via the can bus.
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remote vehicle support on opelscanner: real-time updates of vehicle data in the software, including speed,acceleration, battery status access to vehicle functions and diagnostics data transfer to the
computer in the vehicle features of the opelscanner: scanner is provided as a single unit (including adapter and usb cable) driver can activate the scanner on the vehicle with a car key and without
needing to remove the scanner from the vehicle option to store the software on a hard drive connected to the vehicle option to upgrade the software through usb option to save the software on an

external storage device option to use the scanner through a wireless connection (wifi) option to use the scanner through a bluetooth connection opelscanner can be used in remote vehicles -without
the need for a physical connection between the scannerand the vehicle. the software connects to the vehicle via a wifi connection and sendsa command tothe vehicle's can via usb. the connection

between the scanner and thevehicle is not mandatory for the operation of the software - the computer inthe vehicle is also used for remote access. the purpose of the opel scanner is to improve and
optimise your car. theopelscanneris a completeopelscanner that enables you to use the obd2 signals in many ways, to increase theperformance ofyour car. in addition to the data acquisition, you can

also read the data to your pc. this iswhy we callit theopelscanner. theopelscanneris especially optimized for car oem applications. it is a very powerful tool that can be used as a diagnostic tool, a
performance analysis and tuning tool, a procedure activation tool and a probe for obd2 systems.theopelscannercan also be used by car enthusiasts and aftermarket tuners. 5ec8ef588b
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